BRITISH POLICY

The policy of Britain has for many years been blased towards the aggressor but the
performance of the British Labour government in recent years has been unacceptable and
has frustated Greek Cypriots in the UK and elsewhere in the world. The correspondence
below with one of our members Helen Georgiou confirms this unsatisfactory state of affairs.

REPLY FROM HELEN
Dear Mr Norsworthy,
Thank you for your letter of 25 April 2006. I always
tried to be positive about developments in Cyprus
but with all due respect your statement that “you do
not share my gloomy views of Turkish intentions
towards Cyprus” leaves me baffled, not to say
frustrated. As a Briton of Greek Cypriot origin I
find it very difficult to identify a single issue on
which Turkey has made progress on the Cyprus
issue. Perhaps you would be kind enough to identify
any for me.
Has Turkey:
a) Fulfilled its EU obligations towards the Republic
of Cyprus? Is Turkish airspace and are ports
opened to the Republic of Cyprus? Recognised the
Republic of Cyprus as an equal member of the
European Union?
b) Made any progress towards the termination of
the violation of Human Rights against all Cypriots?
c) Are refugees like me able to return home?
d) Is the exploitation of illegal construction on
Greek Cypriot land in the occupied area halted or
controlled?
I would be grateful for your answers, however I do
not hold much hope because I have never received a
letter from the Foreign Office that does not glorify
Turkey and its miniscule efforts, and not ignoring

Ayios Amvrosios and the surrounding, stunning valleys and hills are now a massive building site.
British Estate agents like Henry Charles are exploiting our properties without our permission. Shame
on them and to the British government for allowing them to carry on this illegal expropriation of our
homes and lands and to profit at our expense. Our properties are not for sale and we will pursue the
trespassers for as long as it takes until justice is restored.

the continued occupation of Cyprus, the persecution
of the Kurds, the disappearance of Turkish
journalits, the public beatings of woman
demonstrators in Turkey and the list goes on...
As regards to your claims of Turkish progress on the
Kurdish issue, perhaps you would care to answer

whether Turkey would adopt the Anan plan for the
settlement of the Kurdish issue.
I look forward to your reply.
Yours sincerely,
Helen Georgiou
Ayios Amvrosios

If you feel the same as Helen, please write to the Foreign Office and/or your M.P. to express your own feelings.

“We will never give up our struggle for justice”
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